
Blocks Plus Borders Bonus Pillow
Instructions

Welcome to our article on Blocks Plus Borders Bonus Pillow instructions. This
step-by-step guide will show you how to make a beautiful and unique pillow using
blocks and borders. Whether you're an experienced sewer or a beginner, this
project is perfect for adding a personalized touch to your home decor.
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Materials Needed

Fabric pieces in various colors and patterns

Thread

Pillow stuffing

Scissors

Sewing machine (optional)

Measuring tape

Pins

Step 1: Choosing Fabrics

Start by selecting a variety of fabrics that complement each other. Consider using
a combination of solid colors and patterns to create an interesting design. Make
sure you have enough fabric to cover the size of the pillow you want to make.
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Step 2: Cutting Blocks
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Measure and mark the desired size for your blocks on the fabric. Use a ruler or
measuring tape to ensure accuracy. Cut out the fabric pieces for each block,
allowing for a seam allowance of about half an inch on all sides.

Step 3: Arranging Blocks

Lay out your fabric blocks in a pattern that pleases you. Experiment with different
arrangements until you find one that you like. Play with colors and patterns to
create an eye-catching design.

Step 4: Sewing Blocks

Once you are satisfied with your fabric block arrangement, start sewing the
blocks together. Use a sewing machine or hand-sew them together using a
needle and thread. Remember to leave one side open to insert the pillow stuffing
later.

Step 5: Adding Borders

Measure and cut fabric strips for the borders. They should be long enough to go
around the edges of the pillow. Pin the fabric strips to each side of the pillow
cover, right sides facing together. Sew them in place, leaving the corners open to
turn the fabric later.

Step 6: Turning Inside Out and Stuffing

Carefully turn the pillow cover inside out through the open side. Use a pencil or a
similar object to push out the corners. Insert the pillow stuffing through the open
side until it reaches the desired level of firmness.

Step 7: Closing the Pillow

Once the pillow is stuffed, carefully hand-sew or use a sewing machine to close
the open side. Make sure your stitches are secure.



Step 8: Final Touches

Give your newly made Blocks Plus Borders Bonus Pillow a final touch by fluffing it
up and adjusting any fabric corners or edges. Now, you have a completed pillow
that adds a personal and stylish touch to your home decor.

Creating a Blocks Plus Borders Bonus Pillow is a fun and creative project that
allows you to showcase your sewing skills and add a unique item to your home.
By following these instructions, you'll be able to make a beautiful pillow that
reflects your personal style. So grab your fabrics, gather your materials, and start
sewing your way to a fantastic pillow!
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Craving more gorgeous appliqué from award-winning author Deborah Kemball?
This pattern pack includes complete instructions and full-size pattern sheets for a
floral quilt (52˝ x 52˝) in 2 colorways, plus instructions to turn any of the 9 blocks
into a sophisticated pillow. Stitch the 24 motifs using needle-turn appliqué; then
embellish with embroidery stitches. Simpler than they appear, these detailed
projects are a joy to create.
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The Lost Treasure Of Gascony: An Epic
Adventure in the Heart of France
Hidden deep in the rolling hills of southwestern France lies a secret that
has captivated adventurers for centuries - the Lost Treasure of Gascony.
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Face masks have become an essential accessory in our daily lives. With
the ongoing pandemic, it is crucial to protect ourselves and others while
stepping out....
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Welcome to our article on Blocks Plus Borders Bonus Pillow instructions.
This step-by-step guide will show you how to make a beautiful and
unique pillow...
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Little Elliot Fall Friends: A Heartwarming Tale by
Mike Curato
When the crisp autumn breeze starts to fill the air, a little elephant named
Elliot is ready to embark on a new adventure in the heartwarming
children's book, "Little...
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Never Should
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Discover the Ultimate Guide to New York City in
2017!
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